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Roma Planet Alpheus 

"Four Huge Halls"

If you cannot make up your mind about where to go in the evening, this

place could help. During the week there are concerts, theatrical pieces,

cabaret, strip and international artists. There is an Arabic restaurant for

those requiring sustenance and 2010 sq meters of space spread over

three rooms, each specializing in a different type of sound including Latin,

Caribbean, ethnic, blues and soul.

 +39 06 574 7826  www.planetroma.com/ws

0101/home-page/

 info@planetroma.com  Via del Commercio 36, Rome

 by Börkur Sigurbjörnsson   

Goa Club 

"Ethnic Ambience"

This pub features a constantly-changing ethnic-style disco that has

become increasingly popular over the last few years. House, jungle, hip

hop and tribal music are compulsory sounds that you will hear played

here. On Sundays, there are the rhythms of the surfin' and happenin' "Surf

Revolt". Gay night is on Tuesdays. The disco can hold up to 700 people

with a central bar that is surrounded by sofas. There is an admission fee

depending on the action on any given evening.

 +39 06 574 8277  goaclub@mclink.it  Via Giuseppe Libetta 13, Rome

 by israel palacio on Unsplash

on Unsplash   

Qube Disco 

"One of Rome's Biggest Nightclubs"

Qube is one of Rome's biggest nightclubs spread out on three floors with

an eclectic range of music playing on each floor. You will find hoards of

youngsters swaying away in the night during weekends. Sometimes the

nightclub is host to rock concerts on the top floor. Parking is hard to find

but if you want to have fun, then this is the place to be at.

 +39 06 438 5445  www.qubedisco.com  discoqube@libero.it  Via di Portonaccio 212, Rome

 by David Gallard (Mr Guep)   

Room 26 

"Adrenaline Boost in Rome"

A venue for the hot and happening, Room 26 is as lively it gets in Rome.

With several locally renowned DJs playing, the dance floor is a place full

of energetic souls lost in a dancing haze. Looking for a adrenaline rush in

a foreign land? Then Room 26 is the place to be at!

 +39 06 592 2151  www.room26.it/  info@room26.it  Piazza Guglielmo Marconi 31,

Rome
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